Purpose: Hyperglycemia affects FDG uptake in the brain, potentially emulating Alzheimer's disease in normal individuals. This study investigates global and regional cerebral FDG uptake as a function of plasma glucose in a cohort of patients.
Introduction
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) brain PET/CT for dementia evaluation is increasingly utilized with specific patterns of cortical FDG uptake and distribution useful to distinguish Alzheimer's disease (AD) from other forms of dementia, particular frontotemporal dementia and dementia with Lewy bodies [1] . Computer-assisted diagnosis using quantitative parametric software has further enhanced diagnostic accuracy and improved interobserver agreement and novice reader training [1, 2] . FDG, as an analog substrate of glucose, is accumulated in organs/tissues at different rates dependent on relative FDG/glucose availability, underlying cellular metabolism and the fasting state/insulin milieu at the time of imaging. The patient's fasting state/insulin milieu is considered to have less impact on brain PET imaging as cerebral Glut-1 and 3 receptors are relatively insensitive to insulin [3, 4] . However, several authors have established that higher levels of hyperglycemia can result in global reduction in cerebral FDG uptake, presumably due to competitive inhibition of the Glut-1 and 3 transporter and/or hexokinase [5] [6] [7] . Although this effect was not presumed to have geographic variation in the brain, Ishibashi et al. have suggested that even mild levels of hyperglycemia (glucose >125 mg/ dL) in normal subjects can result in patterns of FDG uptake that emulate patterns seen in AD, specifically decreased FDG uptake preferentially found in the precuneus/posterior cingulate, lateral parietal cortex and frontal cortex [8] . These results, if independently confirmed would suggest that there are regional differences in the brain, perhaps due to varying ratio of Glut-1 or 3 receptor/hexokinase expression and activity, with implications for guidelines on brain PET/CT imaging of dementia [9] .
Our goal was to retrospectively evaluate effects of plasma glucose levels on regional brain FDG uptake, in a cohort of patients with initial oncologic PET/CT. We treated plasma glucose as a continuous function (instead of binary variable), using a commercially available computer-assisted diagnostic software. This software is used to assist clinical interpretation of brain FDG PET/CT brain using parametric statistical mapping in comparison to a database. We believe the results would translate to greater clinical environment were these software packages are employed in assisting the evaluation of brain FDG PET/CT scans.
Methods

Patient selection
Consecutive patients (n = 120) were reviewed with patient demographic factors including: age, gender, primary tumor type, medications (in particular those known to affect glucose metabolism or neural activity), metabolic disease (thyroid disorders, etc.), body mass index (BMI, kg/m 2 ), injected FDG dose and time intervals between glucose measurements/FDG administration and initiation of subsequent imaging. Patients were excluded if they had recently taken diabetes medications or if blood glucose was above 250mg/dL per our clinical protocol. Patients were also excluded if the reason for the PET/CT was neurodegenerative disease evaluation, history or suspected history of dementia, territorial cerebral vascular accident (CVA) either noted in the medical record or depicted on the images, had prior cheomotherapy or radiation therapy, significant metabolic burden of disease which was recently shown to effect FDG uptake [10] , or failure of image registration of the patient to the reference database (n = 1). This resulted in 53 patients that were evaluated with MIMneuro™. See Fig. 1 flow chart for experimental design.
Image analysis
All patients had sequential PET and CT imaging performed on an integrated PET/CT scanner (Siemens Biograph T6; Siemens Medical Solutions, Hoffman Estates, IL, USA). Helical CT from skull vertex to mid-thigh was performed with 5 mm collimation, followed immediately by whole body PET at multiple overlapping bed positions.
For ROI image analysis FDG-PET/CT images were co-registered and reviewed on a workstation using software with fusion capability (Medlmage; MedView Pty, Canton, MI, USA). Attenuation corrected images using SUV measurements based on body weight (SUVk g ) were used for regions of interest (ROI). ROI were drawn (B.L.V. Fellowship trained Abdominal Radiologist/Nuclear Medicine Physician 4yrs post clinical training) in the mediastinal blood pool of the ascending aorta/ aortic arch and bilateral basal ganglia at the level of the internal capsule as previously described [7] . Briefly, ROI's were either circular/ ellipsoid to best fit the anatomy (largest circle to fit the ascending aorta arch, ~2 cm dia.) to maximize measurement volume excluding vessel wall and/or atherosclerotic disease. For the basal ganglia, the largest ellipsoid (~4-6cm dia.) was placed that included the bilateral basal ganglia at the level of the internal capsule). The ROI basal ganglia was then plotted as a function of plasma glucose.
Subsequent PET/CT brain scans were reconstructed with a single bed position over the head and subsequently analyzed MIMneuro™ (MIM Software, Cleveland, OH 44122 USA ver.). MIMneuro software provided an associated Z-score (based on their internal database) for each of the defined regions. Additionally, MIMneuro™ allowed three different normalization techniques (whole brain, pons, and cerebellum), prior to region analysis. Registration of the patient images and segmentation were left to the original default setting of the software.
Data/Statistical analysis
The MIMneuro™ software packages, Z-score analysis was also performed using the internal data base. MIMneuro™ allowed 3 different methods of user selectable software normalization of raw patient FDG uptake data prior to comparison to the database; whole brain (83 regions), pons (82 regions) and cerebellum (82 regions). This resulted in one Zscore per region normalization. The Z-scores data was fitted with linear mixed effects models [11] using R statistical software, and the ImerTest R package. ImerTest: Tests in Linear Mixed Effects Models. R package version 2.0-33. https://CRAN.R-project.org/ package = ImerTest). We adjusted for plasma glucose, patient age and injected dose. We also performed the analysis adjusting the p-values for multiple region comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method [12] . We assumed a fixed and random intercept and a fixed slope. We also attempted a mixed slope and mixed intercept model, however, the number of observations was less than the number of random effects and we were unable to fit the data with this model. All tests are two-sided tests and significance is assessed at the alpha = 0.05 level. All p-values have been adjusted for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate method. There are wo requirements for the adjusted p-values. One, is that they are monotone increasing with the sorted p-values. Two, is that the lie between 0 and 1. It turns out neither of these are always met in practice. If either is violated, the adjusted pvalue is assigned the previous (sorted) adjusted p-value [12, 13] . In the cases herein, all but one p-value was less than one. A statistically significant effect was considered present if the slope of the linear regression was significantly (p < 0.05) different from zero.
Demographic data was analyzed using student t-test, with p < 0.05 considered statistically different between patients with and without diabetes.
Results
The demographic data for the analyzed patients is shown in Table 1 . From these demographics, the only significant difference with the plasma glucose was between patients with and without diabetes, with the latter being higher as expected at the time of imaging.
The Z-score analysis from MIMneuro on the effect of glucose and age are shown in Tables 2  and 3 , respectively, and graphically in Fig. 2 for the whole brain normalization of the postcentral gyrus and posterior cingulate gyrus. Only regions that were statistically significant with a P < 0.05 using the FDR adjusted analysis or simple multivariate regression analysis (unadjusted analysis) are shown in the tables for clarity. Additionally, the pons and cerebellum were shown along with regions presumed to be involved in Alzheimer's. (The complete result for all regions is shown in supplementary data/upon request). In addition to the significant regions being shown, the Basis Pontis and Cerebellar Hemisphere are also shown as they relate to the regions used for normalization other than whole brain.
From Table 2 , the regions of the brain that are effected by hyperglycemia constitute a small volume of the brain, individual less then ~4 % with the exception of the parietal lobe, and are only seen using the whole brain normalization. Additionally, although glucose had a significant effect, this was limited to a slope of ~ -0.01 Z-score / mg/dl-glucose. Consequently, to have the Z-Score change by 0.5 would require a glucose variation of 50 mg/dl. The most sensitive region to glucose was the postcentral gyrus at -0.016. Even the parietal lobe at 20.5% of the brain volume was relatively insensitive at -0.007 Z-score / mg/dl-glucose. Additionally, these regions are not significant when normalized by the cerebellum or pons.
From Table 3 , a similar observation with age is seen. Although more regions are effected by age then glucose, the results are only present with the whole brain normalizations and the various region affected individual constitute a small volume of cortical tissue. Similarly, the effect that is seen, also appears minimal with the most significant being 0.055 Z-score / yr in the postcentral gyrus, therefore a decade would cause a change in Z-score of ~0 .5.
Discussion
The use of brain FDG PET/CT for diagnosis of dementia, has been augmented by quantitative assessment of images as an adjunct to clinical diagnosis using parametric voxelbased techniques [1, 14, 15] . We have previously reported that cerebral cortical FDG uptake has a negative inverse relationship to blood glucose levels, with decreasing brain SUV as blood glucose levels increase [7] , confirming similar observations by other authors [5, 6] . Rather than using normal subjects our study is purposely limited to a cohort of oncology patients free of neurological disease, prior chemotherapy or radiations therapy, CVA or clinical concern for dementia, thus providing a greater number of subjects allowing us to analyze the effect of plasma glucose upon FDG uptake in different brain regions, treating plasma glucose as a continual variable rather than a binary categorical comparison as was previously done in smaller sized studies [8, 16] . In our prior published work and the data in this specific cohort, we found that both absolute and normalized brain FDG uptake declined by almost 50% at blood glucose levels exceeding 150mg/dL with an inflection around 125 mg/dl [7] .
More recent studies have raised the possibility that mild elevation in glucose may not only reduce image quality of brain FDG PET/CT by reducing SUV measurements, but more importantly mimic disease states due to preferential regional effects upon FDG uptake [8, 17] In a small study of 19 healthy subjects, Kawasaki et al. 17] used SPM, a quantitative voxelbased technique to demonstrate a 42.7% decrease in global brain FDG uptake in mild hyperglycemia (glucose 136.1 ± 10.5mg/dL) compared to subjects with normoglycemia (glucose 91.7 ± 4.6mg/dL). The cortical regions involved were frontal, temporal and parietal association cortices, posterior cingulate and precuneus gyri, sites well-known to be affected by Alzheimer disease. More recently Ishibashi et al. [8] confirmed these findings in 51 normal subjects using voxel-based quantitative methods with FDG PET co-registered and warped to MRI, demonstrating that elevated blood glucose levels could alter the cerebral pattern of FDG distribution by reducing brain FDG uptake, preferentially in the precuneus, mimicking Alzheimer disease. FDG uptake in the precuneus was significantly lower in the mildly hyperglycemic group (fasting glucose 100-<110 mg/dL) compared with the normoglycemic group (fasting glucose 80-< 100mg/dL) (P = 0.002). The authors postulated that the normal control database requires a threshold of 100mg/dL for fasting glucose in order to maintain a predictive value for true cognitive decline, distinct from a mild hyperglycemia "effect". Our results suggest that brain PET/CT imaging should ideally be performed when the plasma blood glucose is < 125mg/mL, to avoid global hyperglycemia leading to decreased cortical brain FDG uptake as suggested in a prior work. Although, our analysis was able to confirm a regional variation effect of elevated plasma glucose, the affect was minimal and only seen when normalization of the uptake occurred with the whole brain. Additionally, there was no discernable pattern of variation corresponding to those seen in different dementias [1] .
The lack of clinically significant regional variation is supported with work dating as far back as the 1960's. It was initially believed that in the absence of specific mental disorders or neurologically active medications, that the rate of glucose metabolism in the brain was fixed and unaffected by factors such as mental activity, dietary intake, fasting state and other such parameters [18] . The labelling of FDG, an analog of glucose and the main energy substrate of the brain, afforded direct measurement of the cerebral metabolic rate for glucose and demonstration that regional brain metabolism relates closely to neuronal and synaptic function in numerous human resting and functional activation imaging studies. Subsequent work on glucose uptake in the brain demonstrated that it was a function of the Glut-1 and 3 transporters, but was also dependent on hexokinase enzyme activity. This was explored extensively with comparative studies of kinetics of C-11/C-14-labelled glucose and FDG in the brain that were summarized in an excellent review by Louis Sokoloff [19] . Glucose and FDG have different rates constants for Glut-1 and hexokinase in brain and other tissues. The correction factor of rate constants for FDG as compared to glucose was termed the "isotope effect" by Sokoloff [19] and is now referred to as the "lumped constant". The lumped constant was assumed to be independent of blood glucose levels (in the range where most clinical imaging is done) and therefore suggests a linear inverse relationship between FDG uptake and plasma glucose, due to competition of FDG and glucose for available Glut-1 and 3 transporters at the blood-brain barrier.
However, we and others have found that relative availability of FDG and glucose does indeed affect the FDG uptake in the brain, but in a non-linear manner [5] [6] [7] . This suggests that the lumped constant is not uniform over the physiological range under which imaging generally occurs given the non-linear (and/or dual linear) relationship of plasma glucose to global brain SUV measurements. Recent animal studies support this observation demonstrating that in rats plasma blood glucose levels affect the calculated lumped constant [20] [21] [22] [23] such that brain SUV represents at first in the hypoglycemic-to-euglycemia range, FDG uptake in the brain is related to saturable Glut transporter function, then at higher levels of hyperglycemia switches to an intracellular hexokinase phosphorylation-limited process [20] . Given the insulin independence of Glut 1 and 3 transporters, a patients insulin sensitively is presumably has no effect on FDG uptake in the brain.
The prior work by Ishibashi et al. suggests that in normal subjects, FDG uptake in the brain is different based on categorical comparison of plasma glucose levels above and below 125 mg/dL [8] . This threshold is in the region of the inflection seen between the initial linear response of brain mean SUV uptake versus plasma glucose curve that could potentially be explained by a switch from Glut transporter limited uptake to hexokinase phosphorylation limitation [7] . Overall, although our results confirm that changes in plasma glucose affect FDG uptake in different brain regions depending on the analysis method, in clinical practice this difference will likely not result in different interoperation and believe our study contradicts prior reports. Consequently, for regional differences in the glucose effect on FDG uptake in the brain to occur biologically, it would either have to be related to glucose dependent changes to perfusion in the different regions of the brain, or variation in the lumped constant in different brain regions. It is difficult to posit the mechanisms of a glucose effect upon brain perfusion, offered by Ishibashi et al. [8, 16] . There may however, be small variation in the lumped constants in different cortical regions of the brain that our results suggest, but if present these variations are not large and not likely clinical influential. The fact variation in the whole brain analysis was not seen in the Pons or Cerebellum analysis further supports a small effect. These regions constitute only 0.5% and 7% of the whole brain volume respectively, and subsequent normalization with them likely results in higher variability in Z-score estimates and consequently their results lacks the statistical significance with glucose.
We acknowledge several weaknesses in our study design. Firstly, it is a retrospective analysis of a male cohort in whom imaging was done for initial cancer staging. However, use of oncologic patients instead of normal volunteer subjects allowed our analysis to treat plasma glucose as a continuous variable, for multiple regression analysis. Secondly we did not adjust findings for patient age. Thirdly, the parametric analysis of brain SUV mean was based on vendor-specific control databases, rather than those generated on our local population which has been shown to have a significant effect depending on what population is being looked at [24] . Fourthly, we used a regional instead of voxel-wise analysis, Ishibashi et al used the later. Whilst this reduces the contribution of noise of the data, it also created dependence on which regions were selected/defined by the software reformatting and mapping process along with the characteristics of the database used. We plan to evaluate this by repeating the analysis using a second vendor's software on the same dataset. Although a weakness, we were attempting to emulate how this imaging test is employed in the wider community clinical practice to give a "real world usage" evaluation and impact these variations may have on clinical interpretation.
Conclusion
Although plasma glucose does affect FDG uptake in the regional brain, the effect is small and is of greater concern on a global effect rather than a regional effect. We were unable to find a situation where FDG uptake could be altered on a regional basis by mild hyperglycemia in a clinically meaningful way that could lead to misdiagnosis of AD. Table 1 Glucose levels in our population of nondiabetic and diabetic patients. Patients' characteristics. Table 2 Glucose analysis. Table 3 Age analysis. 
